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About This Game

The small town is a very important town indeed. Here, a unique industrial complex is located. Rumor has it that it does not
require energy for production, because that is exactly what it produces! How is this possible?

It looks like an unknown villain is ready to answer this question. He kidnaps the head of the city administration during his
performance, leaving the sinister scarecrow on the stage instead!

What will our search for the Mayor reveal? The secret of the small town is much more than you could possibly imagine!

Cozy, hand-drawn scenes.

Puzzles of varying complexity.

A story told by the villain himself.

A gallery to complement the story.
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This was a great game. I miss it.

People who dis-like this game, please keep in mind this was in 2003. Not much could be done with the NPCS like now in 2017..
Loved the browser based game, so I took the plunge here. Great game. Some minor imbalances in the early access state. Overall
this game is a lot of fun! Definitely worth the money over the browser based version.. the game always crash after few minutes.
It is quite good FPS for chill after stressful work or just for fun from destroying enemies. NOT FOR THE SERIOUS SAM
fans. It is some strange Sam and in bad way.. ok zombie strategy game your job is to command a army of zombies gear them up
and kill the other professor. A beautiful, magical preview. I'm really looking forward to the full content!. Engaging storyline,
witty dialougue, interesting characters. If you are a fan of the Borderlands or even if you arent, you will enjoy the heck out of
this game, believe me.

If any Telltale game deserves a sequel to continue its awesome story, its this one.
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This is a must-try for VR. It's an incredibly simple yet remarkably powerful experience.. Boring and uninspired. The plot is
short and painfully linear, your choices matter very little, and you are forced to stick with a fixed stereotypical skillset since
your skill is determined by the number of times you use an option, which means that if you try not to be a one trick pony you
will get screwed. The plot itself is nothing special, with just a bunch of tropes lifted from mecha shows and little to no actual
creativity or freedom of action. The main antagonist is boring and trite, and your so-called squadron barely have enough time to
show actual personality, and what little they do show is just annoying.. Amazing gameplay and best tennis game ever.
Developers keeps fixing minor problems and improving the game. I think the developers on a great path! I loved the atmosphere
of the title. Good job guys!. Dead game. Its been 8 months and still no update to fix a bug which I cannot progress any further.
Developer site is down and it looks like they left us in the dark. I feel bad for people who just got it. I got it a month after
release. Please take this off the market.
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